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Abstract
In this paper, we present a query translation algorithm which allows object-oriented queries to
be automatically translated into a relational query language. Our goal is to provide a unique and
powerful query interface supporting the cooperation of information systems, particularly under
the aspect of migrating existing systems without
changes into the cooperation. Translation algorithms, like the one proposed in this paper are essential parts of CISs to mediate between the common global query language and the query
languages of participating components. Our
query translation algorithm ensures a fully automatic translation of object-oriented queries into
equivalent SQL queries for the original relational schema in all cases where a direct translation
is possible. In all other cases, it generates SQL
queries providing a superset of the desired data
and a sequence of ‘formatting’ functions that
transform the data into the desired result.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, many private, commercial and research information services are publicly accessible
over wide area networks ranging from simple file
distribution, e.g. via ‘anonymous ftp’, to information
systems (IS) with more complex query interfaces,
e.g. ‘mosaic’ or library systems with text retrieval facilities. However, often people do not know where to
find relevant data, how to retrieve data, or even do
not know about the existence of a system useful for
solving their information needs. On the other hand,
even within one company or institute, numerous heterogeneous information systems with various data
models, query languages and interfaces are used in
research and industry to perform different tasks or
simply for historic, market or individual preference
reasons. Many tasks, however, require access to

more than one of these information systems at a time.
For example, in a hospital, the treating doctor needs
information from previous examinations stored in
various systems, e.g. an image from the X-ray image
database, blood data from the system of the pathology laboratory and the daily record of patient data
from the wards. To present another example, several
institutes record various types of environmental data;
it is very desirable to combine these flat data or to
combine them with maps of roads, industry, etc. provided by GISs to detect and evaluate complex interactions.
The need to integrate or transparently access different systems has been realized by many people.
The naive solution of integrating all systems into one
fails in most cases for several reasons. It usually requires a complete system change or migration making it necessary to convert the existing databases including all their application programs that have been
successfully used over the years. A further difficulty
in the migration process is that, in general, the systems are used on-line with many application programs running permanently on a daily basis. In
performing a system change or migration, most companies fear the possible loss of data and the necessary
changes of application programs. Additionally, because of the diversity of tasks, one system often is not
capable of efficiently performing all of them. Finally,
the number and the autonomy of systems which are
accessible via worldwide networks prevents the desired kind of integration. Among the current solutions are specifically designed application programs
which access relevant systems in their own languages
and combine the results before further processing.
Also, most database vendors offer gateways that provide some kind of cross-database access [Syb 90,
Ing 92, Ora 92, Inf 92] allowing the use of specific
new database systems in conjunction with existing
relational ones. Another solution is data exchange by
flat files exported from one system and imported into
a target system. These solutions, however, have the

drawbacks of high development and maintenance
costs, as well as the lack of flexibility. Furthermore,
the resulting systems, i.e. the applications, are even
more proprietary than the integrated systems.
The common goal of research activities in the
fields of database systems, (intelligent) cooperative
information systems (CIS), interoperable systems,
multidatabase systems is the development of general
concepts supporting the migration or integration of
previously isolated systems into CISs, e.g. [BHP 92,
EJ 92, RPR 89, SL 90]. According to [BC 92], we
define
• an IS to be any system that allows shared
access to persistent data,
• a CIS to be an arbitrary number of
component ISs, that interact in some way to
execute joint tasks.
Particularly, the components must be able to interoperate directly or indirectly, i.e. to mutually send,
receive and understand(!) requests and results. We
additionally assume that
• the communication language is high level,
e.g. an object-oriented query language,
• information on the components (schema, location) is globally available,
• the component ISs are at least able to receive requests and send back answers in a
client server fashion, i.e. play a passive role
in the cooperation.

• there exists at least one active component in
the CIS. Active components are able to
send, forward, distribute requests and to
combine results,
• existing ISs need not to be changed in order
to be integrated into the CIS, that means access to these systems uses already existing
query interfaces.
Figure 1 shows a conceptual CIS architecture
meeting the above requirements. Especially important in our opinion is that existing (legacy) systems
are integrated into the CIS by viewing them through
a ‘cooperative interface’. In this case, no change to
the legacy systems is necessary and previous applications may be preserved. Therefore, cooperative interfaces help to solve part of the overall migration problem which, in our notion, is a summation of problems
on several layers. These comprise among others how
to establish a communication between different networks, hardware platforms, and operating systems,
add client server facilities to components, provide
schema transformation and query translation modules, deal with the autonomy of the components (in
the integration as well as the operation phase). In
dealing with legacy systems which are heterogeneous with respect to their data models and query
languages, it is especially important to transform
their schemas into the global data model and make
them globally available. Furthermore, the cooperative interfaces must be able to unify languages and
models in addition to controlling communication and
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Figure 1: Architectural Concept

access. This means, for the cooperation of ISs modules are needed which translate requests in the global
language on objects represented in the global model
into requests in the local language and reformat results into the global language. For these tasks, the
cooperative interfaces must access the global information to map between local and global object representations. Further submodules of the cooperative
interfaces not listed in figure 1 comprise query decomposition, result combination, optimization and
global transaction monitoring.
As a core technology for the integration of legacy
ISs into a CIS, in this paper we focus on the query
translation and answer conversion, specifically from
an object-oriented language to the relational SQL.
The object-oriented data model and language seem to
be well suited as global language for communicating
ISs because of its message passing paradigm, because of its rich semantics which allow representation of most other models as well as systems with operational interfaces, and because of its availability in
the form of object-oriented databases. We choose
SQL as translation target language, since many instances of relational systems are currently installed
and accessible using a standard SQL [ISO 92] interface. To apply this approach to a real world environment with isolated, heterogeneous ISs, additional
translation modules have to be developed to adapt the
cooperative interface to non-relational components.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the overall framework and gives a
brief overview of the schema enrichment and transformation as well as a short introduction of our Structured Object Query Language (SOQL) which provides declarative query facilities for objects. In
section 3, we then present the steps that are necessary
in automatically translating SOQL queries for the
created object-oriented schema into equivalent SQL
queries for the original relational schema. In section 4, we describe the formatting process that is
needed to transform the flat results provided by the
relational system into structured results that are specified by the object-oriented query. Section 5 summarizes our approach, points out some problems and
gives directions of future research.

2. The Framework
In the following, we are going to briefly introduce
two prerequisites of our query translation algorithm,
namely the schema enrichment and transformation
algorithm on the one hand and the Structured Object
Query Language (SOQL) on the other hand.

2.1 Schema Enrichment and Transformation
Since, in general, object-oriented schemas contain
more semantics than corresponding relational schemas, more input than the pure relational schema is
needed to produce adequate, well-structured objectoriented class definitions. The needed additional semantic information includes information on tables
representing relationships, the type of the relationship (1:1, 1:n, n:m), attributes or groups of attributes
representing foreign keys and so on. This information may either be provided by the database administrator or, in some cases, it may be deduced from an
underlying entity-relationship design schema. It is
stored as part of the meta information which includes
all information on the enriched relational schema, on
the created object-oriented schema and on the mappings between them. As we will see in the next sections, the meta information is crucial not only for the
schema transformation process but also for an automatic translation of SOQL queries.
The basic steps of the schema transformation algorithm are as follows. First, each relation is translated into a class definition with each relational attribute
becoming a member variable. Next, all functional relationships are replaced by direct object references,
in one direction by a simple object reference, in the
other direction by a set-valued object reference. All
remaining n-ary relationships are translated into
methods with one method providing the set of tuples
that fulfill the relationship and one method for each
relationship attribute. The additional methods are
added to each class that is part of the relationship. In
figure 2, an example for a relational database FlightDB together with the corresponding object-oriented
schema is given. The details of the schema transformation algorithm are beyond the scope of this paper.
A formal description can be found in [KKM 93a].
At this point, it should be mentioned that the schema created by our schema transformation algorithm
may not provide a perfect object-oriented schema. It
does not use all object-oriented modeling features
(e.g. subtyping, inheritance) but it still provides a semantically enriched, well-structured object-oriented
schema that allows SOQL queries to be significantly
shorter and more intuitive than corresponding SQL
queries using the original tables. Let us further emphasize that only object-oriented class definitions are
generated with the instances remaining in the relational database. Thus, access operations to instances
of object-oriented classes have to be translated into
accesses to the corresponding relational tuples which
is done by our query translation algorithm (c.f. section 3).

FlightDB:
Passenger (pid: Integer; name: String; address: String)
Departure (did: Integer; start: Date; flight: Integer; airline-id: String; plane-id: Integer)
Pass_Dept (did: Integer; pid: Integer; booking: Date)
Airline(airline-id: String; name: String)
Plane(serial-nr: Integer; ...)
...
Class Passenger with
attributes
pid: Integer;
name: String;
address: String; key is (pid);
methods
departures: → Set (Departure);
booking: Departure → Date;
end;
Class Airline with
attributes
airline-id: String;
name: String; key is (airline-id);
methods
departures: → Set (Departure);
end;

Class Departure with
attributes
did: Integer;
start: Date;
flight: Integer; key is (did);
methods
airline: → Airline;
plane: → Plane;
passengers: → Set (Passenger);
booking: Passenger → Date;
end;
Class Plane with
attributes
serial-nr: Integer;
...
end;
...

Figure 2: Example for the Schema Transformation

2.2 Structured Object Query Language
In this subsection, we give a short introduction to
our Structured Object Query Language (SOQL).
SOQL is a declarative query language for querying
the created object-oriented schema. It is an easy-touse but powerful and orthogonal extension of SQL.
It is similar to other declarative query languages
for object-oriented database systems (O2SQL
[BCD 92], Object SQL [HD 91], OSQL [Fis 89],
OQL [ASL 89]) but provides additional features
such as the generalization of the dot-notation and
structured expressions. The basic query format of
SOQL can be indicated by the following description
select
{<range_var>{.<method>}*{.struct_expr}0/1 }+
for each
{<classname>{.<method>}* <range_var>}+
{ where <condition> }0/1 .
According to the expression in the ‘select’ clause,
a new (temporary) object class is automatically created with all tuples fulfilling the condition being available as virtual instances of this class. The result is
also available as a (nested) set and can therefore be
directly used in nested queries. As indicated in the
query format definition, methods are applied to class
or range variables using dot-notation. Chains of
methods may be connected in dot-notation as long as

the methods are defined for the corresponding class.
The chaining of methods allow direct access of one
object class from another without explicitly joining
them. It is a form of schema navigation in the created
object-oriented schema. In the condition, all methods
including the created access methods to attributes
may be used as long as the result of the whole expression is of result type ‘Boolean’. Special features of
SOQL are structured expressions and the generalization of the dot-notation. Structured expressions allow
an easier specification of queries with structured results by providing the possibility of defining the result structure by square brackets. The generalization
of the dot-notation to sets is an intuitive but powerful
extension of the normal dot-notation (c.f. section 3).
To provide the basic queries facilities that are available in SQL, a set of basic object classes (Boolean,
String, Numbers, Integer, Real and the generic classes Set and List) together with a set of basic methods
including the aggregate operations count, avg, sum,
min, max (Set(Numbers) ➞ Numbers) is predefined.
A detailed description of SOQL can be found in
[KKM 93b].
To further illustrate our query language, in the following we will give two examples for SOQL queries.
For the query examples, we use the transformed example database as presented in figure 2. A simple
query selecting all passengers and their addresses

that fly with airline ‘Lufthansa’ on the ‘06/18/93’
would be expressed as
Example 1:
select P.name, P.address
for each Passenger P, P.departures D
where D.start = ‘06/18/93’ and
D.airline.name = ‘Lufthansa’
In the second query example, all passengers, their
addresses and flights with flight numbers, list of passengers for each of the flights and total number of
flights for each passenger are selected for all passengers which have addresses containing ‘80802
München’.
Example 2:
select P.[name, address], P.departures.
[[did, passengers.name], count]
for each Passenger P
where P.address like ‘%80802 München%’
The query examples will be used in sections 3 and
4 to explain the query translation algorithm. Note,
that the result of the second query is of the complex
type
Set ( [String, String],
[Set ( [Integer, Set (String)] ), Integer] ).
Nested results may occur as answer for queries
with structured expressions or queries where the generalization of the dot-notation is used more than once
in a row. Furthermore, in corresponding SQL queries
additional information is needed to do the grouping
and aggregation (e.g. the counting of departures)
which is only implicit in the SOQL query. In general,
if the result for a query is a nested set with more than
one nesting level, there is no one-to-one translation to
an SQL query. Equivalent SQL queries for our query
examples are given as results of the query translation
algorithm in section 3.
To sum up, SOQL provides query facilities that
allow queries to be much shorter, easier to write and
understand and more intuitive than corresponding
SQL queries. Since the created class definitions are
more structured, in most cases joins do not have to be
specified explicitly and complex queries are avoided.
In addition, the results of SOQL queries can be arbitrarily structured and the application of methods in
dot-notation is generalized to work on sets.

3. Translation of SOQL Queries into
SQL-Queries
Since information is added during the schema
transformation process and SOQL has more expressive power than SQL, it is obvious that all queries expressed in SQL over the relational schema (RS) can
also be expressed by SOQL queries over the created

object-oriented schema (OS). This section deals with
the translation of SOQL queries into standard SQL
[ISO 92] and the identification of formatting primitives during the translation process which are needed
to restructure the result according to the complex answer type given by the SOQL ‘select’ clause. To illustrate the tasks of the translation algorithm, figure 3
shows an example for a small relational database and
the virtual instances of the corresponding object-oriented schema. The virtual instances of the object-oriented database ODB are created from the tuples of
the relational database RDB by a virtual instance
mapping vinst: (OS, RDB) |→ ODB. By the virtual instance mapping, basically, each tuple of a non-relationship table of RDB is mapped to a virtual instance
of the respective class in ODB and each tuple or attribute representing a relationship is mapped to a virtual object reference. The basic idea of our instance
mapping is similar to the one presented in [Heu 89]
which has been proposed to formally describe schema equivalence of a semantic, a nested relational and
a relational data model. Executing the SOQL query
in figure 3 against ODB yields the structured result
{(Smith, {401, 403}), (Smith, {401})}. A corresponding SQL query together with its result is also
given in figure 3. Although both query results seem
to be very similar, it is impossible to create the structured SOQL result from the flat result of the SQL
query if no additional information is available. However, by adding the key attribute P.pid of Passenger
to the SQL ‘select’ clause, we get the result {(Smith,
1, 401), (Smith, 1, 403), (Smith, 2, 401)} which can
easily be transformed into the desired format by
grouping the tuples according to P.pid, combining
the D.did attributes to sets and afterwards projecting
out the P.pid attribute. Selecting additional information that allows to structure the results from the relational database into the desired format, is one of the
ideas which is used in our translation algorithm. The
main tasks of the translation algorithm are
• resolving chains of method applications by
suitable joins and subqueries on the relational side,
• flattening the nested structure while simultaneously creating the inverse formatting
operations,
• correctly replacing the SOQL condition part
by equivalent SQL constructs which may
involve handling of methods on structured
types, set operations and so on. However,
for the presentation of the translation algorithm in subsection 3.2 we restrict ourselves
to SQL-like conditions and discuss feasible
extensions separately in subsection 3.3.
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(virtual) ODB:
Passenger = {o1, o2, o3, o4}
o1.pid = 1, o1.name = ‘Smith’,
o2.pid = 2, o2.name = ‘Smith’,
o3.pid = 3, o3.name = ‘Jones’,
o4.pid = 4, o4.name = ‘Huber’,

o1.address = ‘New York ...’,
o2.address = ‘London ...’,
o3.address = ‘Paris ...’,
o4.address = ‘München ...’,

Departure = {o5, o6, o7}
o5.start = ‘7-1-93’,
o5.did = 401,
o6.start = ‘7-1-93’,
o6.did = 402,
o7.start = ‘7-1-93’,
o7.did = 403,

o5.flight = ‘0815’
o6.flight = ‘1414’
o7.flight = ‘1017’

SOQL:
select P.name, P.departures.did
for each Passenger P
where P.name=‘Smith’
result:
{(Smith, {401, 403}), (Smith, {401})}

o1.departures = {o5, o7}
o2.departures = {o6}
o3.departures = { }
o4.departures = {o5, o6}

o5.passengers = {o1, o2, o4}
o6.passengers = {o4}
o7.passengers = {o1}

SQL:
select P.name, D.did
from Passenger P, Departure D, Pass_Dept Pd
where P.name=‘Smith’ and
P.pid=Pd.pid and Pd.did=D.did
result:
{(Smith, 401), (Smith, 403), (Smith, 401)}

Figure 3: Instances of the Relational and the Virtual Object-Oriented Database

Before describing the query translation algorithm,
we first introduce the basic notions of ‘equivalence
of queries’ and ‘equivalence translations’.

which is important for performance reasons, especially if the relational system is accessed via network,
and the latter ensures, that the query can be answered
by exactly one SQL statement.

3.1 Basic Definitions
As already indicated in the above example, in
many cases there is no translation of an SOQL to an
SQL query which provides exactly the same result.
Therefore in this context we have to introduce a
weaker notion of equivalence. Informally, our notion
of result equivalence means that the SQL query produces an answer which may be easily converted into
the desired result, particularly without further selection and join operations. The former ensures, that
only the necessary amount of data will be transferred

Definition (Equivalence of queries)
Let RDB be the actual relational database with schema RS, ODB the virtual object-oriented database
with schema OS, res(S, RDB) the resulting table
when executing S on database RDB, and res(Q,
ODB) the result expected from an execution of Q on
ODB. Then we say, Q and S are result equivalent up
to simple formatting operations if the following property holds:
fQ(res(S, RDB)) = res(Q, ODB),(*)

where the formatting function fQ is composed by
structuring, grouping, projection, nesting and aggregate operations (c.f. section 4).
Based on the above definition, we are able to define the notion of an ‘equivalence translation’ from
SOQL into SQL.
Definition (Equivalence translation)
Any mapping t, t: Q |→ (S, fQ) translating an
SOQL query Q into a result equivalent SQL
query S and providing a formatting function
fQ, such that (*) holds, is said to be an equivalence translation.
Note, that t is a partial mapping, because there are
SOQL queries, that can not be translated into SQL. It
would be desirable, however, for t to be complete in
the following sense: If there exists an SQL query S’
and a formatting function f ’Q with
f ’Q ( res(S’, RDB) ) = res(Q, ODB)
for a given query Q, then t should return a pair (S, fQ)
with the same property as S’ and f ’Q .
Before presenting the translation algorithm t in
detail, we will formalize the following helpful observation that allows a uniform treatment of chains of
method applications:
Let Ri := flat_type(V.m1.m2. ... .mi) be the flat class
type resulting from the successive method application to V which may be uniquely determined since
our schema transformation algorithm produces no
subtype hierarchies. Chains V.m1.m2. ... .mn of method applications occurring within SOQL-statements
may be divided into the first k and the last n-k+1 subchains, 0 ≤ k ≤ n+1, such that: If 0 ≤ i < k, then Ri
is a non-basic class type (e.g. Passenger, Departure
with a corresponding table in RS), and if k ≤ i ≤ n,
then Ri is a basic class type (Boolean, String,
Integer, ...). A short example will illustrate this fact:
p.departures.passengers.name where p ranges
over class Passenger implies k=3, n=3 with
R0 = flat_type(p) = Passenger
R1 = flat_type(p.departures) = Departure
R2 = flat_type(p.departures.passengers)
= Passenger
R3 = flat_type(p.departures.passengers.name)
= String
This observation ensures that chains of method
applications only have to be resolved until the first
basic class type is encountered as implicitly used in
transformation step 2 below. Loosely speaking, a
chain V.m1.m2. ... .mk-1 indicates a join sequence.

3.2 Translation Algorithm
By providing a step-by-step algorithm for the
translation, in the following we constructively define
an equivalence translation t which translates SOQL
queries into result equivalent SQL queries. Since
SOQL queries can be more structured than SQL queries, the result structure of an SOQL query needs to
be flattened before it can be processed by the relational system. To build the desired result structure, a
sequence of formatting operations is recorded during
the flattening process (c.f. section 4). In the following, it is assumed that all class variables occurring in
the ‘for each’ clauses of the query and all its subqueries have pairwise distinct names. Otherwise, they
will be consistently renamed. New variables introduced during the transformation are denoted by Vi.
Before applying the steps of the translation algorithm, we transform the considered SOQL query into
a nested set expression. The ‘select’ clause becomes
the result part of the set. The range and class variable
definitions of the ‘for each’ clause are transformed
into ‘element in set’ relationships. The ‘where’
clause is syntactically adapted to the set notation and
occurring subqueries are recursively transformed
into corresponding set expressions. In figures 4 and
5, the translation process is illustrated using the query
examples from section 2.
Step 1: Resolution of structured expressions and
generalized dot-notation
In this step, structured expressions and chains of
method applications using the generalized dot-notation are resolved. Chains of method applications
V.m 1 . … .m n
in the ‘select’ or ‘for each’ clause are successively
resolved as
( V.m 1 ) . … .m n
if m1 is a method defined for V and as
{ v.m 1 v ∈ V } .m 2 . … .m n
if V is set-valued and m1 is not defined for V. The
translation of generalized dot-notation occurring in
the ‘where’ clause is slightly different. In this case,
an existential quantification is introduced (c.f. translation step 1 in figure 4). The translation of more
complex conditions involving nested sets which can
not be expressed in SQL are described in subsection 3.3. Note, that the translation is possible since
chains of method applications have only to be resolved until the first basic class type is encountered
(c.f. observation in section 3.1).
Structured expressions
V. m 1 . … .m l , …, m n . … .m l
1

1

1

n

select P.name, P.address
for each Passenger P, P.departures D
where D.start = ‘06/18/93’ and D.airline.name = ‘Lufthansa’
≡
{(P.name, P.address) | P ∈ Passenger ∧ D ∈ P.departures ∧ D.start = ‘06/18/93’ ∧
D.airline.name = ‘Lufthansa’ }
≡(step 1) {(P.name, P.address) | P ∈ Passenger ∧ D ∈ P.departures ∧ D.start = ‘06/18/93’ ∧
∃ V1: V1 = D.airline ∧ V1.name = ‘Lufthansa’ }
≡(step 3) {(P.name, P.address) | ∃ V1: P ∈ Passenger ∧ D ∈ Departure ∧ join(P, D) ∧ D.start = ‘06/18/93’ ∧
V1 ∈ Airline ∧ join(D, V1) ∧ V1.name = ‘Lufthansa’ }
≅
select P.name, P.address
from Passenger P, Departure D, Airline V1
where join(P, D) and join(D, V1) and D.start = ‘06/18/93’ and V1.name = ‘Lufthansa’
≅
select P.name, P.address
from Passenger P, Departure D, Airline V1, Pass_Dept V2
where P.pid = V2.pid and V2.did = D.did and D.airline-id = V1.airline-id and
D.start = ‘06/18/93’ and V1.name = ‘Lufthansa’
Figure 4: Translation of Query Example 1
are also resolved successively as
⎛ V.m . … .m , …, V.m … .m ⎞
11
l1
n1
ln ⎠
⎝
if at least one of the m i is directly applicable to V and
1
as
{ v. m 1 . … .m l , …, m n . … .m l
v ∈ V}
1

1

1

n

if V is set-valued and none of the m i is defined on V.
1
Note, that structured expressions and chains of method applications may be nested into each other. Therefore, both translation rules may have to be applied
alternately.
Step 2: Resolution of complex range variables
In this step, variables ranging over arbitrary path expressions are replaced by variables ranging only over
classes corresponding to relations. To select all passengers together with the sets of co-passengers for
each of their flights, we may write
select P.name, CP.name
for each Passenger P,
P.departures.passengers CP
In this case, the range variable CP ranges over sets of
passengers which cannot be directly expressed in
SQL. Therefore, the corresponding nested set expression
{(P.name, CP.name) | P ∈ Passenger ∧ CP ∈
{V1.passengers | V1∈ P.departures}}
is translated into
{(P.name, V1.passengers.name)| P ∈ Passenger
∧ V1 ∈ P.departures}
≡(step 1)

{(P.name, {V2.name | V2 ∈ V1.passengers}) |
P ∈ Passengers ∧ V1 ∈ P.departures}.
More formally, the translation can be expressed as
{(x, y)| x ∈ X ∧ y ∈ {h(z) | z ∈ Z ∧ p(x, z)} ∧ q(x, y)}
≡> {(x, h(z)) | x ∈ X ∧ z ∈ Z ∧ p(x, z) ∧ q(x, h(z))}
with a subsequent resolution of generalized dot-notation (c.f. step 1).
Step 3: Resolution of object references
All remaining object references are resolved as follows.
V1 op X.m ≡>
V1 ∈ flat_type(X.m) ∧ join(X, V1),
where op = ‘∈’ or ’=’ depending on whether X.m is
set or single valued. In this step, join predicates
join(X, Vi) are introduced with the intended meaning:
join(X, Vi) is true if there is an object reference from
X to Vi.
Note, that in the previous steps path expressions involving aggregate operations have not been resolved.
In this step, however, we want to resolve possible object references that are part of such path expressions.
Since the aggregate operations are applied to sets, we
translate path expressions
V.m 1 . … .m n
with mn being an aggregate operation into
{v | v ∈ V.m 1 . … .m n – 1 }.mn.
Then all object references in V.m 1 . … .m n – 1 can
be resolved by join predicates as described above. In
some cases, however, no additional joins may have to

select P.[name, address], P.departures.[[did, passengers.name], count]
for each Passenger P
where P.address like ‘%München%
(cond := ‘P.address like ‘%München%’)
≡
{([P.[name, address], P.departures.[[did, passengers.name], count]) | P ∈ Passenger ∧ cond}
≡(step 1a) {((P.name, P.address), ({(V1.did, V1.passengers.name) | V1 ∈ P.departures}, P.departures.count)) |
P ∈ Passenger ∧ cond}
≡(step 1b) {((P.name, P.address), ({(V1.did, {V2.name | V2 ∈ V1.passengers}) | V1 ∈ P.departures},
P.departures.count)) | P ∈ Passenger ∧ cond}
≡(step 3) {((P.name, P.address), ({(V1.did, {V2.name | V2 ∈ Passenger ∧ join(V1, V2)} ) | V1 ∈ Departure
∧ join(P, V1)}, {V1}.count)) | P ∈ Passenger ∧ cond}
≅(step 4a) {((P.name, P.address), P.key, ((V1.did, {V2.name | V2 ∈ Passenger ∧ join(V1, V2)} ), {V1}.count)) |
P ∈ Passenger ∧ V1 ∈ Departure ∧ join(P, V1) ∧ cond}
≅(step 4b) {((P.name, P.address), P.key, ((V1.did, V1.key, V2.name), V1.key)) | P ∈ Passenger ∧
V1 ∈ Departure ∧ join(P, V1) ∧ V2 ∈ Passenger ∧ join(V1, V2) ∧ cond}
≅(step 4c) {(P.name, P.address, P.key, V1.did, V1.key, V2.name, V1.key) | P ∈ Passenger ∧ V1 ∈ Departure
∧ V2 ∈ Passenger ∧ join(P, V1) ∧ join(V1, V2) ∧ cond}
≅
select P.name, P.address, P.pid, V1.did, V2.name
from Passenger P, Departure V1, Passenger V2, Pass_Dept V3, Pass_Dept V4
where P.pid = V3.pid and V3.did = V1.did and V1.did = V4.did and V4.pid = V2.pid
and P.address like ‘%München%’
Figure 5: Translation of Query Example 2

be introduced. In example 2, the P.departures comes
from a structured expression that already has been resolved and, therefore, we do not need to repeat the
part ‘V1 ∈ Departure ∧ join(P, V1)’ but still use V1.
The result of the three steps of the translation algorithm that have been described so far is semantically and structurally equivalent to the original query
but with all dot generalizations and structured expressions being resolved. In the following steps, the
result is changed either by adding attributes or by
flattening the result structure. Still, our notion of result equivalence up to simple formatting operations is
preserved since the necessary formatting operations
are recorded.
Step 4: Resolution of nested result types
In this step, the nested structure of result tuples is resolved by shifting set conditions of the inner sets onto
the outer level and adding key information. The translation is done level by level starting outermost-leftmost. Key information which is necessary to reconstruct the desired result structure is introduced for all
variables on the outer level (c.f. step 4a and 4b in
figure 5). At the same time, the formatting function
which reconstructs the intended result structure successively (c.f. section 4) is extended by the inverse
structuring, grouping, projection and nesting operations. Aggregate operations coming from inner nest-

ing levels need to be removed (c.f. translation step 4b
in figure 5). Formally, the flattening of one nesting
level can be described as:
{(x, {y | y ∈ Y ∧ p(x, y)}) | x ∈ X ∧ q(x,)} ≡>
{(x, key(x), y) | y ∈ Y ∧ p(x, y) ∧ x ∈ X ∧ q(x)}.
This translation rule is applied until the nesting
structure of the result tuple is flat. Then, only the remaining tuple structure needs to be flattened (c.f.
translation step 4c in figure 5). Again, in this step the
formatting function is extended by the inverse operations and key information is added to the result list
instead of the omitted aggregate operations.
The remaining translation into a valid SQL query
is straightforward provided we restrict SOQL conditions to permissible SQL conditions. More complex
condition parts may also be translated into SQL. In
subsection 3.3, some extensions of the condition part
are described that can be translated into permissible
SQL statements. Note, that replacing the join predicates join(R, S) may introduce additional relations
which are necessary, e.g. Pass_Dept in example 2, to
establish m:n relationships.
3.3 Extensions of the Condition Part
Since SOQL has more expressive power than
SQL, there are some cases where SOQL queries do
not have result equivalent SQL queries. However, as

we will show in the following, the condition part that
is permissible in SOQL queries while still guaranteeing an equivalence translation can be extended considerably. Simpler extensions, for example, are methods on set types such as ‘el in set’ which may be
replaced by computing the set in a subquery and applying the corresponding SQL constructs ‘el in
(select ...)’ to the result of the subquery. Some important extensions to be included into the translation
algorithm are:
Extension 1: Generalized dot-notation in
conditions
In the condition part of SOQL queries, set-valued
method path expressions like D.passengers.name
=‘Jones’ may occur at all positions where the SQL
syntax only allows simple column expression like
P.name=‘Smith’. According to the definition of the
semantics of method path expressions, the resolution
of set-valued method path expressions in conditions
would result in a set of booleans which has to be ‘flattened’ to a single boolean value.
{x| x ∈ X} op y is defined by ∃x: x ∈ X ∧ x op y,
if ‘op y’ is not applicable to the whole set.
Example:
D.passengers.name = ‘Jones’ ≡>
{V1.name | V1 ∈ D.passengers} = ‘Jones’ ≡>
∃V1: V1 ∈ D.passengers ∧ V1.name = ‘Jones’
Only applying the resolution according to the generalization of dot-notation to
{V1.name | V1 ∈ D.passengers} = ‘Jones’
results in
{V1.name = ‘Jones’ | V1 ∈ D.passengers}
which is a set of booleans. Like in IRIS [Fis 89], in
SOQL sets of booleans in conditions are implicitly
‘or’-connected [KKM 93b] evaluating to true if at
least one element is true.
Extension 2: Set inclusion
Inclusion conditions A ⊆ B with A = {x1 | p(x1)} and
B= {x2 | q(x2)} in the SOQL ‘where’ clause may be
transformed in the following way, provided A and B
can be processed by SQL subqueries.
A ⊆ B ≡> not exists{x1 | p(x1) and
not exists {x2 | q(x2) ∧ x2 =x1} }
Example:
D1.passengers.name ⊆ D2.passengers.name
≡> not exists{P1.name | P1 ∈ Passenger ∧
join(P1, D1) ∧ not exists

{P2.name | P2 ∈ Passenger ∧
join(P2, D2) ∧ P2.name=P1.name} }
Extension 3: Union, intersection, difference
Predicates like x ∈ A ∪ B, x ∈ A ∩ B, x ∈ A − B in
the SOQL ‘where’ clause can be transformed to
x in {x1 | p(x1)} or x in {x2 | q(x2)},
x in {x1 | p(x1)} and x in {x2 | q(x2)},
x in {x1 | p(x1)} and x not in {x2 | q(x2)},
which can be transformed to SQL, if A and B can be
transformed to valid SQL subqueries.
Note, that the subqueries A and B in extensions 2
and 3 may only return unstructured results since otherwise the nesting operators of SQL are not applicable. Serious problems in the query translation process
may be caused by user extensions to the object-oriented schema, such as additional attributes or userdefined methods. In the case of using user-defined
methods in an SOQL query, the data necessary to
evaluate the query has to be retrieved iteratively from
the relational system before it can be used to execute
the methods. If classes are extended by additional attributes, the data necessary to evaluate the condition
part of a query is retrieved partially from the relational system and the additional data is retrieved from the
system managing the additional data. According to
the extended object-oriented schema, the corresponding data of both sources is related to each other before
the condition is evaluated and the desired data is retrieved as specified in the ‘select’ clause. In both cases, it may be necessary to transfer large amounts of
data, even in cases where the resulting data set is rather small and, therefore, performance problems may
occur. Note, that the problems are only caused in cases where there is no corresponding SQL query.

4. Transformation of the Result
As already mentioned, to automatically restructure the result flattened by the last steps of the translation algorithm a formatting function has to be generated. In each partial transformation of these steps,
formatting primitives are recorded which are composed in the reverse order of their creation, such that
the last primitive is applied first to the result returned
by the generated SQL query.
This means for query example 2 in figure 5, that
the result returned by the final SQL query has to be
structured into subtuples after copying the V1.key attribute twice to revert the last two steps. Then, the tuples are partitioned into groups by equal values of the
attribute combination P.key, V1.key and for each
group, the values of V2.name are combined to form
the inner sets, i.e. for each person and one of its departures, all passengers belonging to this departure

f0 =ε
f1 = project(P.name, P.address, V1.did, V2.name, (V1.key).count)
f2 = group(by(P.key), nest(V1.did, {V2.name}), count(V1.key))
f3 = project(P.name, P.address, P.key, V1.did, {V2.name}, V1.key)
f4 = group(by(P.key, V1.key), nest(V2.name))
f5 = structure((P.name, P.address), P.key, ((V1.did, V1.key, V2.name), V1.key))
f6 = structure(P.name, P.address, P.key, (V1.did, V1.key, V2.name), V1.key)
f7 = project(P.name, P.address, P.key=P.pid, V1.did, V1.key=V1.did, V2.name, V1.key=V1.did)

(step 4a)
(step 4a,4b)
(step 4b)
(step 4b)
(step 4c)
(step 4c)
(final step)

Figure 6: Formatting Function for Query Example 2

are grouped into a set. Now, the first V1.key can be
projected out. Next, the intermediate result is
grouped by P.key to be able to count each person’s
departures and to combine the information on each
person’s departures into a set. After projecting out
the second V1.key and P.key, the correct answer in
the desired result structure is reached.

The formatting function is constructed as concatenation of the formatting primitives:
fQ = f0 ° f1 ° . . . ° f(n-1) ° fn
with f0 being the ε−function. The formatting primitives and their concatenation to the formatting function fQ are illustrated in figure 6 using query
example 2.

In the following, the formatting primitives are defined as generic functions which may be arbitrarily
composed:

5. Summary and Conclusions

• structure (attr_list1, ..., attr_listl):
Res → Res
combines the attributes of each attr_listi
into a tuple (ai1 ..., ain ) and the whole
i
expression itself into a tuple
((a11, ..., a1n ), ..., (al1, ..., aln )).
1

l

• group (by(attr_list1), op(attr_list2), ...,
op(attr_listl)): Res → Res
groups Res according to equal values of
by(attr_list). For each group, the attributes
listed in op(attr_list) are combined to sets if
op = nest, and aggregated using the
corresponding aggregate operator if op =
min, max, count, avg, sum. In order to get
only one value per group, all attributes that
occur in none of the attr_list have to be
functionally dependent on the attributes in
by(attr_list).
• project(a_new1=a_old1, ...,
a_newl=a_oldl): Res → Res
projects Res onto the specified attributes
allowing attributes to be duplicated and
renamed. The assignment a_newi = a_oldi
is only needed if attributes are duplicated or
renamed.

A major challenge in building a CIS is the integration of existing ISs. We propose the concept of a cooperative interface to support the cooperation of isolated systems without changes to these systems. The
main contribution of this paper is the query translation algorithm which is an important part of such an
interface. Our algorithm allows an automatic translation of SOQL queries issued against the created object-oriented schema into ‘result equivalent’ SQL
queries for the original relational schema. In the query translation algorithm, first chains of method applications are replaced by appropriate joins and subqueries on the relational side, the conditions are replaced
by equivalent SQL conditions and, since SQL cannot
provide structured results, the nested structure of the
result is flattened but enhanced with additional key
information. Simultaneously, the inverse formatting
operations are created allowing reconstruction of the
desired result from the result of the SQL query.
We believe that our query translation algorithm is
easily applicable and thus, of high practical importance. It does not require any change to the relational
system, the data or existing applications and therefore, our schema transformation and query translation algorithm is a practical solution for the development of cooperative systems. The implementation of
the schema transformation and operation translation
algorithms with complete support of user-defined
methods and additional object-oriented classes is
currently on the way, but not yet finished. One open

problem is the optimization of queries which involve
user extensions to the schema, complex set operations or arbitrarily structured results. In such SOQL
queries which have no one-to-one correspondence to
an SQL query, the query optimization cannot be done
on the relational side. Therefore, we have to optimize
the query execution plan to reduce the amount of data
which needs to be transferred between the object-oriented query interface and the relational system. Performance issues will be of high importance for such
a system to be used in real world applications.
In our future work, we plan to extend the schema
enrichment and query translation algorithms to cover
the automatic detection and creation of subtype hierarchies and to deal with complex methods. We will
try to find possibilities to translate complex conditions involving set operations on structured results.
We will further work on the optimization issue trying
to provide an acceptable performance even in complicated cases. Finally, we will investigate on the distribution of global queries and the combination of
their results.
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